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Our Goals
Our team focused on improving student voice at Grant High School, and used our PIP program as 

the vehicle.

We believe that student voice is lacking, and a stronger student involvement would lead to better 

engagement and attendance across the school population.



The Process
Our team had experienced the PIP program firsthand, so we 

already knew some of the problems to fix.

Small focus groups were run with 5 – 8 kids to ask direct 

questions relating to their experience with PIP.

- What have you enjoyed about PIP?

- What subjects do you wish were available?

- Would you enjoy PIP more if you had a say in the subjects 

you were doing?

Basic surveys ran through the process so most students were 

kept up to date with the PIP program that was being revised.

Reporting Back To Student Population



The Process
Through the focus groups, we talked to every student in year 
8, year 9 and year 10.  This gave us clear knowledge of the 
problems.

From there, we designed a plan that incorporated most 
elements of feedback that we had received. This took a lot of 
trial and error.

We also got teacher feedback, and matched their timetables 
so that each person was instructing an appropriate subject for 
their passions and skills – if a teacher enjoys the subject, then 
it is more likely to be engaging for the students.

In the end, we were happy with the new PIP program because 
of its innovative and inclusive nature.

Focus Group In Progress











Plan Going Forward
Now we can use the same process to implement student 

voice throughout the school, in other areas that can be 

improved upon:

- SRC

- Assignment deadline policy

- HUB rules

- Toilets

One of us will run the next program so we can mentor 

others and ensure student voice will continue even after 

we have left Grant High School.



Plan Going Forward
The SRC is a major focus because of their presence in the 

student voice of the school.  Involving them in this 

process will enable them to broaden their positive 

influence.

They are the best group to continue on with 

implementing this program and working towards a better 

school that encourages strong student voices.


